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YSS Heitan Modifications and Interiors

This page contains specific details unique to the YSS Heitan.

Safety Valve Bar

One of many lounges aboard the carrier this one is designated as an aerospace crew only establishment.
This lounge or rather bar is located on deck twelve of the carrier. It is large enough to hold all the pilots
at one time, but it would be a bit crowded. The policy of the bar is leave the rank at the door, and it offers
them a place to blow off steam.

The most prominent feature of the Safety Valve is the wooden bar. It is manufactured from hard wood
harvested from Daichi. It represents a reminder of the 2XF home base and the people it is sworn to
protect. The bar has stools to hold about twenty people. There are a dozen large round tables that can sit
six people easily, eight if they want to be cozy. The centers of the tables are removable, which allows
them to be used for friendly card games. Additionally there are twenty four-person booths along the
walls. The carpet is a traditional dark blue, and the YSS Heitan's logo is present at the entrance to the
bar. The ceiling of the bar is currently painted with a starfield.

On the port and starboard walls of the bar, the emblems of the fourteen squadrons are displayed. On the
starboard side of the bar are several recreational items, four pool tables, four dart boards. An Te-G1
Anaba Super Karaoke Machine is located in the port side front corner and serves mainly as a jukebox.

Offerings

Behind the bar a wide range of alcoholic beverages is displayed in cabinets that keep them secure. The
bar offers Coffee, tea, and other non-alcoholic drinks as well. The Safety Valve also offers an assortment
of snack type foods, pretzels, nuts, wings, and Pizza are common items.

Operation

The Safety Valve typical hours of operation are 06:00 - 24:00. It closes during alert conditions.

Rules of the Bar
1. Leave the rank at the door
2. No Fighting
3. Must be off-duty to have Alcohol
4. Alcohol is distributed at Barkeeper's discretion
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